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A bill to clarify the powers of the
ABT to make program standards was tabled
during the current session of Parliament.
The Bill follows two decisions of the Full
Federal Court and the High Court in the
Saatchi and Herald .Sun cases which held
chat the ABT’s standard making powers for
children’s
programs and advertisements
were defective.
The Bill re-defines "program standards" to include the concept of "condition". This is to avoid the interpretation given in Saatchl that "standard" must
relate directly to the quality or nature
of the material broadcast. The inclusion
of "condition" will enable the Tribunal to
apply standards which regulate the circumstances connected with the production of a
program. In particular, this will enable
the Tribunal to apply standards which relate to Australian content in productions.
In addition, the Bill will affirm the
Tribunal’s power to make program standards
for children’s television programs. The
standards may require prior approval for
"C" programs (which are shown during 4-5
pm on weekdays).
They may also provide
for the pre-elasslflcatlon
of children’s
drama programs.
In addition,
the Bill will permit
sub-classlflcatlons for programs designed
for children under the age of 14 years.
[At present the Tribunal’s standards for
children’s programs are for those designed
for the 6-13 year age group as a whole.]
The Bill will also enable the Tribunal to
extend its pre-classlflcatlon standards to
programs designed for children up to 5
years of age. The Bill will give the Tribunal the power to require pre-classiflca(CONT’D PAGE 24)
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From my introduction, you would note
that I come before you without the luxury
of the free thought that pertalns to the
professional scholar or the freedom of the
social reformer or even the freedom of
what the media refers to as ’the new player’ looking to find some way into the newest game in town - the media business.
Instead, ~ come to you wlth twenty
years of my llfe spent in working for ’the
television industry’. A representative of
the people who aKe conceived or misconceived as being synonymous with words llke
’monopoly’, ’power’, ’undue influence’.
The big fellow always leaning on the little fellows. And, of course, in furtherance of this Machiavellian image, you have
singled me out to address you on the subject of ’Networking and Network Licensing’.
Which brings me then to self-lnterest. It is said that, in the horserace of
life one should always put one’s money on
self-lnterest - at least you know you’ll
get a run for your money in the sense that
self-lnterest is always striving to win.
I’ii try to remember this in what I have
to say, to be objective in the knowledge
that final decisions, in the matter of
broadcasting policy and, in this context,
networking, are important to all broadcasters, program producers, advertisers
and the viewing public. I will be cognizant that such final decisions are seldom
the product of bias and soap-box oratory,
but rather of wide-ranglng consensus and
political acceptability. As I will indicate later, not always are such final decisions conducive to the key element of
the television business - programming.
On the other hand, I speak to you as
a practical,
experienced,
operational
broadcaster,
and I ask you to consider
that theory, idealism and misunderstanding
are no substitute for the practical world
in which an industry must operate. The
television industry, perhaps in particular, spawns instant experts - both in the
area of programming and potential social
reform. This in itself is a healthy tribute to the importance of this medium. By
corollary, it warrants a basis of understanding and knowledge
from those who
would anticipate new scenarios, perceive a
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requirement for reform and, in turn, become the arbiters of change.
The subject of broadcast networking
has long been in the public eye. Radio
networking was the forerunner of television networking and dominated prlme-tlme
radio in Australia in the late 1940’s and
early 1950’s.
The Report of the Joint
Parllamen~ary Co---ittee on the Wireless
and Broadcasting (1942), said, "... on the
whole, the activities
of networks
of
broadcasting stations are beneflcial to
listeners".
In paragraph 5 of its report, it commented on the possibility
of extensive
control over the operation of individual
stations as being real and requiring constant vigilance. The Board’s approach was
quoted, ... as not one of bureaucratic
interference, but as based upon increasing
the benefits which networks are undoubtedly able to confer".
In the DOC Report on the Structure of
the Australian Broadcasting System 1976
(the Green Report), little was said about
networking other than it being "... one
potential area for increasing efficiency
in the commercial sector".
Defln~ng Ne~work/ng
In its television context and in the
Australian idiom, what then, is ’networking’. Simplistically,
it has been described as the distribution of programs between stations.
In its 1984 Report on
Satellite Program Services ("SPS Report"),
the Australian
Broadcasting
Tribunal
("ABT") noted that it could be used to
cover arrangements for any of the following activities:
(a)

Co-operatlon for promotional purposes, to increase audience and revenue
by joint advertising of their statlons.

(b)

Co-operation between members of the
network for acquisition of local and
overseas programs.

(c)

Co-operation between network members
for program production or distribution, and

(d)

Ad hoc networks
events.

to cover

special

escrlptlons of networking practices and
f attempts to regulate them can be found
oth in the ABT’s SPS Report and also in
he 1984 Department of Communications’
ocallsm Report.
The most comprehensive enquiry into
etworking however, was in the Admlnlstra~ive Appeals Tribunal ("AAT") before
ustice Morling In Re: Control Investments
"ty. Ltd. and Ors v Australian Broadcastng Tribunal and Ors (39 ALR 281). This
~qulry continued through most of 1981.
s you will recall, it related to the
~akeover of AIW-IO by News Limited and
.~vr. One of the central issues was wheth:r television networking was against the
.Jubllc interest. Perhaps the simplest and
learest definition was that given by industry witness, Mr James Macpherson, in
-his case, when he said:
"I think basically,
networking
in
Australia is a co-operatlve
if you
like, of television stations to purchase programs together, to produce
programs together and to sell advertising time together."
~et~orkin~

Arrangements

in Australia

In this context networking is, in any
~eal terms, applied only to the multi-staion markets of Sydney, Melbourne, Adelide and Brisbane, where a co-operatlve
lleglance has developed in the formation
f three commercial networks across the
our cities - known, of course, as the
even Network, the Nine Network and the
en Network. With three commercial outats in only these four cities, networking
~ this context applied only to those cites, and not to the ’less than 3’ or
~ingle-sta~tion’ markets where, generally,
9mpetltlve pressures govern program sales
n a non-allgned basis.
Let me hasten to point out that varius other networking arrangements do exit. All regional stations are members of
~e Regional Television Association
of
ustralia Limited ("RTA") collective buy~g group. Many separately-owned regionIs join together for co-operatlve beneit, such as in Great Eastland. Most proramming and much of their sales are comon to all.
Notwithstanding
the 4-city network
peration and the usual nature of such an
peration’s
distribution
arrangements,
~om time to time the colloquial
word
~etworking’ has been applied to special
teas of co-operation between major sta-

tions and regional outlets. An example of
this is the special distribution arrangements for the Olympic Games in 1984. In
such a case, a ’network’ for Australiawide distribution joined together in the
production, promotion, live presentation
to air, sales and marketing of the telecast of the Games for reasons associated
with the significance
and scale of the
event.
A more limited form of netwoklng,
with real-tlme programming, occurs on programs such as 60 Minutes, The Ray Martln
Show and Good Morning Australia which are
relayed live across much of Australia. In
some cases there is national sponsorship
of these programs, but in each case each
station telecasting the program inserts
its own commercials.
Let’s pause for a moment to look at
the relationships involved in networking
as it currently exists in Australia. In
the four markets of Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide and Brisbane, each separate licensee has a similar level of demand for
television product and is bound by the
same rules as to adequate and comprehensive services, localism, Australian programmlng, etc., in respect to the licence
which has been issued to him. Using Mr
Macpherson’s definition, ’networking’ was
evolved as the appropriate arrangement-to
make in the optlmisatlon of program opportunity and bottom llne profitability.
Networking being a voluntary co-operative
for the common good.
In the words of Julius Stm~ner-Mlller
- "why is this so?".
Justification for

Ne~worldng

Australian audiences are about the
most sophisticated in the world, but we do
operate from a relatively small population
base. Thus, the per capita cost of the
various types of Australian-made programs
is very high in any international comparative sense,
as well as in real cost
terms.
Also, for the same reason the
markets with three commercial television
outlets are intensely competitive, both in
their quest for ratings and for sales dollars. The United States, with a populatlon base of some 250 million people, has
only three commercial
networks plus a
lame-duck Public Broadcast network and
additional independents in major cities.
Other countries have significantly less.
Australian television is proud that
these driving forces have prompted the immediate reaction by ’networks’ so neces(1986)
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sary in producing high-quality and highinterest television schedules
programs
that have given commercial television in
this country viewing levels high by international standards.
This reaction is
demonstrated
by the high level of topclass Australian drama available to viewAnother aspect: you would be aware
that networks have had available to them,
and have leased full-tlme, llnk or bearer
facilities to allow simultaneous program
delivery
throughout the four (or five)
network cities. Despite this capability
and the cost savings that would result,
there are significant degrees of difference in the program schedules of each of the
cities. Competition and commercial pressures have maintained these differences.
A Ten Network example is the program It’s
a Knockout which is shown on Sunday in
Melbourne and Brisbane and on Wednesday in
Sydney. I will refer to this again later
when I speak about satellite technology my point at this stage being that the satellite age offers no programming advantages to the existln~ networks.
In fact,
comparative costs are very much in favour
of the status quo.
Neteorldng:
Comparing
Decisions
fro~ the AKY, ABT and FDU

and

views

In the previously
referred to AAT
proceedings, Mr Justice Morllng held,
"... commercial television networks
are inevitable and advantageous to
stations. They are particularly advantageous to smaller stations and
are in the public interest."
In its SPS Report, the ABT was somewhat lengthier in its deliberations on the
subject:
"Networks
and networking
are the
heart and arteries of the co-,,erclal
television system. Networklng. offers
great advantages to the community and
this industry as a whole. The extension via satellite of a commercial
television service comparable to that
available in the State capitals to
the whole of Australia will increase
the importance of networks and networking in the system. Networking is
a natural result of economic forces
in the television broadcasting industry where there are high costs attached to the acquisition of program(1986)
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mlng material and where the cost of
distribution of that material to stations throughout the country is relatively low. The phenomenon of networking is economically rational and
beneficial
in so far as it allows
high quality television programming,
both Australian and overseas, to be
made available
for
transmission
throughout the country. Indeed, it
is difficult to conceive how the television industry would operate in
Australia without a high
degree
of
centralised program acquisition and
distribution. Therefore, the Tribunal supports continuation, strengthening and expansion
of networks and
networking; but this must occur within a balanced commerclal televislon
system."
I refer to the provisions
of the
Broadcasting and Television Act (B&T Act)
where limitations of ownership and control
are extended to control of stations through control of programming. It is contrary
to existing law for any station to ’control’ the programming of others in a distribution chain. I emphasise the voluntary nature of existing network arrangements and their flexibility. I emphasise
the extensive evidence provided to, and
accepted by, Mr Justice Morling in this
regard. The sworn evidence of operators
from metropolitan areas and smaller regional markets alike confirmed the advantage of the system as currently operating.
There was no suggestion of any need for
voluntary or legislative controls from the
many stations involved - large or small.
Read in full, the comments of Mr Justice Morllng at 39 ALR 321 are significant
and interesting. Referring to the smaller
stations ’owned and controlled by companies of great financial
substance’,
he
said, "... they would not be slow to voice
their objections to current networking arrangements if they felt they operated to
the disadvantage of their stations".
Australian networking has not changed
since the time of Mr Justice Morling’s deliberations.
Thus for the present. The
future though, is said to raise new isSUES.

The Minister for Co--.unlcatlons in a
notice dated February 18, 1985, instructed
the Department of Communications to prepare a report subsequently entitled Future
Directions for Commercial Television ("FDU
Report") and issued on June 30, 1985.
As its primary task, the FDU Report

ealt with the available options for the
qualisation of television services across
ustralla within a relatively short timetame, i.e., it created options and conseuentlal elements involved in converting
ustralla’s regional markets from their
’urrent Slngle-station
operation to 3.tatlon operations - services equivalent
:o those currently existing in the major
:apltal cities. It highlighted the future
vailablllty of the Australian domestic
atellite with its potential for Australa-wlde networking in a new context of
-eal time relay to stations who would instantly re-transmit
these programs
to
/lewers in their own service area.
.~alysin~
the FDU’s Suggested
legulatlon
of
Program
\~rangements

Optlons
for
Distribution

Chapter 4 of the FDU Report deals
=pecifically with ’Program Distribution
,rrangements’.
The section concludes by
_ooking at four broad options for the
control’ of networking in this new hypohetical, but potentially real, system of
peration.
In its build-up to the need for such
control, the FDU Report quotes further
from the ABT’s SPS Report (and the next
=wo quotations are most germane to my con~lusions):
"... the satellite distribution of
television programs and advertising,
and the establishment of additional
stations in regional areas of Australia, will substantially extend the
power and influence of the metropolitan networks, and particularly
the
Sydney and Melbourne stations, in the
co~ercial
television
system. This
development will be facilitated by
the network sale of national advertising to be integrated with program
feeds emanating from Sydney and Melbourne distributed to commercial television
stations
throughout
the
country." (SPS Report)
The FDU Report continues:
"... the ABT expressed its support
for an extension of networking. However, it is believed that without
corrective action it would extend the
power and influence of metropolitan
stations
at the expense
of other
parts of the commercial television
system. As economic ascendancy with-

in the metropolitan
networks lies
with the licensees of Sydney and Melbourne stations, it is believed this
could worsen the current imbalance in
influence within the system." (FDU
Report)
This FDU conclusion is undoubtedly a
non-sequitur to the ABT statement on.which
it is based and yet it is the framework
for FDU philosophy on the subject. The
ABT noted a developmental probability in
that comment. The FDU Report then introduced the conclusion suggesting corrective
action. The point is crucial in its becoming the basis of FDU suggestions of a
need for change.
On the one hand, the ABT has never
thoroughly .investigated the subject of
networking in Australia, either at the SPS
Enquiry or in other enquiries in which it
has been involved. Despite claims to the
contrary, the transcript of such enquiries
is testimony to this.
On the other hand, the evidence given
at Mr Justice Morling’s AAT Hearings was
extensive in the extreme. In the context
of Sydney and Melbourne joint ownership,
Mr Justice Morling found public interest
advantaged in the present networking system. From its smaller data base, the ABT
expresses concern at the influence of this
same Sydney/Melbourne ownership. The FDU
don’t seem to be aware of the ABT Enquiry
and interpret the ABT statement as pointing to a need for ’correction action’.
To go a step further, the AAT was
looking at a four-market network system Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane.
On the other hand, the ABT comment is made
in reference to the future world of additional station outlets beyond those presently involved in ’networking’. In this
environment, the influence of Sydney and
Melbourne stations is automatically reduced, not strengthened, as Sydney and Melbourne will then as a result have a smaller slice of the much larger cake.
I say this on the basis of evidence
that network planning decisions are taken
at broad-based network meetings and that
future representation will be expanded,
not reduced. Network cost apportionment
amongst members will significantly reduce
Melbourne/Sydney influence, not the reverse. I maintain that the ABT is incorrect
in its view and that it is based on Opinion, not evidence or broadcast practice.
The FDU Report specifically develops
this thrust of the ABT and its scenario
goes something like this. If we are going
(1986)
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to have a satellite which can provide immediacy of program dellvery from a central
source to all stations, and if we are goIng to have additional outlets or equality
of services in regional areas, then there
is a high level of probability that many
stations in any network will become slave
stations from a central source, with programmlng decisions tending to be made at
the central source and programs
being
transmitted simultaneously.
Since the
central source is likely to be Sydney,
then we will create an undue influence by
the Sydney/Melbourne stations on all Australian broadcast televlslon schedules.
Therefore, we should look at the issues of
regulation of program distribution arrangements between stations.
I dontt argue with the potential
operational aspects, only the conclusions.
The FDU Report then identifies four
broad options for such regulation.
Option
I: is the de-regulatlon
option
of
a complete
’hands
off’
approach by Covernsent,
and is suggested
as Involviug
changes to the B&T Act to facilitate
such deregulation.
Over the years the television industry has always been unanimously agreed on
two basic freedoms for each licensee. The
first, the right to accept or reject any
program or group of programs at its sole
discretion. The second, the right to accept or reject advertising to go to air on
his station and to decide for himself the
rates at which any advertising should be
sold. The television industry has constantly said that it will enshrine these two
tenets of operation
in its ow~ selfregulation codes, or Government can regulate or legislate accordingly.
In its de-regulation option the FDU
Report has confirmed and added to these
two tenets the concept of a receiving licensee being free to select his most desirable method of distribution, i.e., direct
by satellite, terrestrial bearer, tape,
film, etc., along with the appointment of
an independent arbitrator in the event of
dispute.
Current legislation provides for the
onus of responsibility of adherence to ABT
program and advertising standards resting
separately with each transmitting licensee. The industry has long maintained the
impracticality of this, where the transmitting licensee receives direct-to-air
programs from another station.
In such
instances, he must receive his program on
trust and without the opportunity of his
(1986)
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own pre-censorshlp. In the evolving world
of broadcast change and expanded networking, though not mentioned in the FDU Report, this aspect must be changed to place
censorship onus on the originating licensee.
I must say that, given almost 30
years of complalnt-free networking, I support the concept of solving new problems
when they occur. I believe in a basic
de-regulatory approach with self-regulatory commitment to the freedom of operation of individual licensees.
Option
2: provides
for a "Code of Preserlbed
Practice’.
Under this
option
the
B&T Act would ha amended to incorporate
specific
protections
for licensees.
A
list
of do’s and don’ts
given the force
of
an Act of Parliament.
I would perceive the legality involved as being unnecessary and destructive of
flexibility in the continuously changing
relationships of licensee, program distributor, program producer, advertiser and
Government.
Option 3: under this
option
the ABT would
be empowered
to establish
basic
requirements for agreements .h arleen orl~Immtlug
stations
and net~ork
aff111aten.
Such
agreements
would not involve
licenslug
as
nuch,
but rather
a llstiug
of the many
~atters
to be Inclnded
in any contractual
relationship
and a filing
of such agreements wlth the ABT.
The FDU Report sets out eleven matters for posslhle control covering everything from exclusive affiliation through
advertising
rates, national
vs. local
sales and rights of program pre-emption.
It should be mentioned
that this
option Is referred to as the "US model".
However, the US environment has changed
and now there is an almost heady tendency
towards complete de-regulation and allowing market forces to establish operating
procedures in the light of operational imperatives and social responsibility.
To me, again, it is a case of solving
problems before they occur in the knowledge that they might never occur. Sort
of, defining a problem that does not exist
and then finding the hypothetical solution
for the hypothetical problem.
Current
agreements between stations are a matter
of industry practice and good faith in
continuing inter-dependence
- they are
generally not committed to writing. Nor

they apply inflexibly.
ptioa
4:
is that
referred
to in
itle
of th~s discussion
- "Licensing
istributiouNet~orks-.

the
of

First, a llne is drawn between the
esponsibillty of an existing licensee as
n exhibitor of television product and the
eparate function of program distributor.
Currently, each of the networks, as a
icensee
or group
of licensees, commlsions or purchases
programs. To fulfil
.is progra,~-Ing needs, it then both exhlbts the program on its licensed statlon(s)
.nd sells the program to other stations
ho might voluntarily decide they wish to
urchase
rights
for their particular
Area.
Hopefully, distribution achieves
~ufflclent revenue to cover the financial
utlay. The entrepreneurial risk is with
he network or commissioning group.
This licensing option suggests the
ssue of a separate and special licence to
distribution network by the ABT, with
uch a licence being for a specific period
nd subject to public enquiry and certain
egulatory requirements. Potentially new
~wnership and control rules and various
Jther rules would be incorporated in such
~ distribution
llcence which would be
~uite separate to those of the existing
~hibition licensee. In practice, there
ay be or may not be any impediment to an
Kisting television licensee holding a
eparate distribution licence. It is sugested that there could be variants to the
9ncept and that distribution
licences
ight be zonal, state, reglonal or nation!. Such distribution licensees might be
)nsortia of existing broadcasters
and
bus the distribution licensee could operte from a Board of Directors where the
egional member(s) had equal voting with
~eir larger metropolitan cousins. All in
il, presuming to achieve the effective
~tering down of the Sydney/Melbourne inluence in program selection - since this
~ the presumed ill to be corrected.
onclusions
On the basis of practicality (apart
:om philosophy), I am diametrically op)sed to the Distribution Licence option.
~en someoneis planning to introduce new
~vels of controls, I believe the first
~st should be a clear response to the
lestion of whether the new control is
ecessary. I suggest the answer to this
~ a positive ’no’.

Leaving aside the philosophy of unnecessary regulation, practical elements
present great difficulty. Given the inevitability and desirability of separate
networks, what, then, is the practical effect of creating a distributor licence
separate to the existing llcence of the
exhibitor?
In the case where the two are the
same - in other words, the distributor is
the same entity as the exhibitor
then
there is simply and obviously no point in
separate licensing
and a few moment’s
thought should settle this point. Certainly, other options can shore-up any misgivings.
The real aspect then, is that the
distributor in a licensing context is suggested as a different entity to the exhibitor. Thus the reason for separate ownership and control elements, thus the underlying reasons for licensing of that entity.
The first presumption then is that,
being a separate entity, this entity could
be either s broader group of licensees
and/or new players and/or a combination of
both. It would seem that a pre-requlsite
to such change is that the mere fact of
licensing distribution will introduce new
players and that this will be in the public interest.
The presumption then, is that it is
no longer the Sydney/Melbourne
network
licensees who act almost exclusively as
the entrepreneur in financing program purchases and production. If a licensee has
only the concern of his exhibition function, then the entrepreneural role passes
to the distributor - the licensed distributor.
With.these presumptions in place, the
practical problems:
The perceived problem of control of
Australia’s programming simply passes
to a third party and that seems to me
like a change for changes sake.
If the new licensed distributor is
broadly based with, as has been suggested by the ABT, "licensees other
than Sydney/Melbourne having a greater
input", then we end up with committee
decisions in matters of television
programming. It is my experience with
a single television station, let alone
within a network, that shared decisions simply don’t work and tend towards mediocrity, lack of risk-taking
and negative elements which are, each
(1986)
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of them, the antithesis of valuable
program production.
Television program production is a very speclallsed,
creative area and requires the entrepreneural splrlt of putting one’s reputation on the llne and backing one’s
Judgment.
It is .trite to repeat the idiom that
"A camel is a horse designed by a committee". Broad-based input Is fine;
it is important and to be encouraged,
Decision making must be clear-cut and
singular. The buck must stop - somewhere. The ABT would give the llcence
to a committee.
The competitive nature of television
in Australia’s
largest cities is a
matter of record and the high level of
television viewing is tribute to its
programming quality.
The exhibitor
(i.e. the existing licensee in Sydney
or in Melbourne) is intimately involved in the professionalism of fighting
for every rating point in this competitive environment. At flrst-hand, he
perceives the needs of his audiences
and his success depends upon his capacity to meet those needs. Nhen the
distributor is separated from the exhibitor, then we introduce a party.removed either in fact and/or in function from the exhibitor’s
marketplace. The licensed distributor calls
the shots, decides programming and the
valuable nexus between distributor and
audience is severed. The product that
is offered to our audiences will be
reduced in audience appeal and, not
only will our industry suffer, but so
will the general public.
The only alternative to this is that
the exhibitor - not having any control
over national distribution - will then
move further into local programming as
opposed to national programming for
his particular market. When this happens to any significant extent in the
major cities, then consequent cornerstore mentality will have adverse repercussions across Australia for program producers, advertisers and viewers alike.
There are those who suggest that a
greater number of players would move
into the void and become licensed distributors. Quality televlsion product
requires major financial investment.
(19B6)
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Amortisation of this investment through distribution is essential. Despite
local, natlonal and international interests involved in television production in this country, no-one has yet
risked the economic viability of spec
building of television product - production of programs without a complete
underwriting of costs.
Only the
Sydney/Melbourne
stations and their
network partners, have had, as exhlbitots, the financial
base for this
operation. With a populatlon base of
something over 15 million and a need
for costly quality product, it is impossible for the situation to change
to one of freelancing entrepreneurs in
the foreseeable future. The thought
of a licence as a prerequisite would
further retard the process.
Might I comment that existing licensees don’t adopt this dual distribution/exhibition role by choice. Over
the years they would have welcomed and
have encouraged
program-makers
to
offer quality finished programs from
which they could program their stations.
They would pay dearly for
someone else to carry the risk. Categorically, it simply isn’t on and no
commercial entrepreneur is interested. The very isolated exception would
only prove the point.
In a business where one episode of a
series program costs say, $150,000,
the most that can be hoped for is a
single hour documentary worth a fraction of this cost. And, of course, it
is a commercial nonsense to suggest
the step of the networks supporting a
middleman licensee if the networks on
the Sydney/Melbourne licences retain
the same risk, the same involvement,
but simply pay a higher price without
direct access to the product distribution marketplace.
And on the subject of networks and
licensing and separating exhibitor and
distribution functions, what of the ABC?
In reality, the ABC is the only national
network in Australia,
responsible
for
what, by any commercial network standards,
Is a large budget. Its distribution functions and its exhibitor functions in each
and every part of Australia are controlled
by its Managing Director through a Board
of Directors. This Board is essentially
resident in Sydney and the ABC has its

~taff functions headquartered in Sydney.
if the ABC were, like its commercial colleagues, responsible for its operation to
=he ABT, then a question - would the Tribunal have similar concerns? Would the
LBT be the triggering point for change in
its system of operation also? The Distribution/Exhibitor mix are inherent in the
.%BC. Is it pertinent that the Dix Report
into the ABC did not single-out this issue
Ln its consideration of ABC affairs? Cer=alnly, the analogy is worthy of consider~tlon.
I believe it appropriate
that con31deratlon
of the future direction
of
broadcasting take place at a time of tech~ologlcal change. However, changes in the
system, without good reason, clearly don’t
make sense.
A satisfactory, yet unregulated, sys:em of distribution has been operating in
:he four ’network’ cities of Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane for almost
~0 years.
Multiple television services
~ill progressively be introduced in regional Australia. We should respond only
=o the real problems that will occur and
aot regulate against imaginary ones. We
~hould ensure that we don’t start with a
solution and then look for a problem.
Most importantly, and finally~ television is all about programming.
Television is all about what we see on the
~creen. Television is not about regula.ion, bureaucracy, legislation and poll:ics. When programming is threatened by
)ureaucracy, legislation
and politics,
:hen the medium itself is at risk. In the
tontinuing public debates to which television is prone, we must remember that
~rogram producers, distributors and even
:he would be ’new players’ will not thank
~s for getting our priorities wrong. Of
~ii the dangers to Our television future,
~iven currently determined policies and
~he status quo, I consider the potential
f distribution licensing singularity preiudlclal to programming excellence, in:estment in local production and effective
~roadcast practice.

THE ABT’S WEST AUSTRALIAN REMOTEAREA
LICKNCEREPORT
The Australian Broadcasting Tribunal
("ABT’) has released its report in relation to the West Australian remote area
licence.
As previously announced the sutcessful applicant
was Regional Television
Western Australia Pry Limited ("RTWA’).
At the date of that application the applicant was a wholly owned subsidiary
of
Golden West Network Limited ("GWN"). The
term of the grant of the llcenee will he
the maximum period the Act permits, five
years.
The ABT took the opportunity in its
report to make general comments about remote area licences and the procedures to
be followed in inquiries for the grant of
remote area licenees.
These comments are summarised
and
discussed below.
1.

General
Tribunal

Reco~endations

of

the

The ABT expressed its concern at the
possible implications
of s29(e) of the
Broadcasting and Television Amendment Act
1985, which required equality of shareholding in a consortium holding a remote
licence. It recommended that before that
Act came into force on 1 January, 1986
consideration be given to the removal of
remote area or "RCTS" licences from the
ambit of sSl(6)(a) of Broadcasting and
Television Act 1942 ("B&T Act").
The Tribunal also recommended that
the Administrative Review Council examine
the possibility of a review of the Minister of Communication’s power to determine
both the technical conditions attached to
a licence (or soon to be in a licence warrant) and service areas, in the context of
its re-examination of the review of administrative and Tribunal decisions under the
B&T Act.
It also recommended that the initial
grant of an RCTS licence be for a maximum
period of seven years, in view of the financial characteristics of the service.
Again, as in its SPS report, the ABT
stressed that the existing ownership and
control provisions
in the B&T Act had
serious deficiencies; they did not address
concentration which arose from cross ownership or control of different media. It
also recommended that educational broadcasts of an RCTS licensee be accessible by
(1986)
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educational institutions outside the service area of remote licensees.
The ABT foreshadowed a policy statement on ownership and control limitations
for RCTS licences. The facts which they
suggested be taken into account to determine the extent of concentration were:-

(a)

the structure of the applicant, particularly people with an interest of
more than 15% in the applicant;
the nature, extent and relative size
of the existing media interests of
the applicant,
including
any 15%
shareholder, in the:(1)

(ii)

proposed service
RCTS llcence;

area of the

the regions covered
RCTS footpoint; and

by the

(iii) nationally;
the effect that the grant of the RCTS
licence would have on the nature extent and relative size of the applicant’s media interests; and
the extent of any interests held by a
foreign
person, particularly
one
holding any interest of more than
15%.
2.

Counts

relating

to RCTS licensees

As far as licensees were concerned,
the ABT noted a number of areas which it
would review during the initial grant of
the licence, and at the time of the first
licence renewal.
The first was financial information
of the licensee. The RTWA proposal was to
draw on the staff and other resources of
GWN.
The ABT was concerned that this
might result in the information given to
the ABT not properly reflecting the financial operations of the terrestrial and the
RCTS stations, respectively. In addition,
the RCTS station might drain sufficient
resources away from the terrestrial station to adversely affect its performance.
The ABT was particularly keen that there
be proper allocation of costs between companies to adequately reflect the trading
results of each licensee.
As far as localism was concerned, the
ABT said that the provision of news stories for remote areas and the provision of
local programs with local access windows,
(19S6)
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were relevant to the question of the provision of an adequate and comprehensive
service. Accordingly,
it would wish to
see that the licensee had taken all practical steps to assist with equipment and
training to facilitate the provision of
news stories for remote areas and local
programming. In particular, it was important that aborlglnals
were trained for
creative and technical production so that
they could be responsible for their own
programs.
The ABT had considered the provisions
of the Broadcasting
and Television Act
1985 (and the amending Act). It thought
that perhaps s89(a) needed to be amended
to facilitate local origination. It referred to the option of the licensee being
responsible for local origination, rather
than the local community.
As far as the ABT’s favourite subject
of ascertainment was concerned, it felt
that liaison with representatives of other
service providers and special interests
groups within the service area of a remote
licensee would form an ongoing part of
ascertainment. To do so it felt that the
establishment of two advisory committees
would be necessary;
one to llaise with
educational
bodies and the other with
aboriginal groups.
In its application RTWA included a
program schedule providing for windows of
fourteen hours per week for educational
and other special interest programming.
The ABT thought that there should be a
condition on the licence providing for
such windows, as such a condition would
make it easier for educational and other
organisatlons to obtain funds to provide
such programming.
However, it did not
consider the final form of such condition
at this stage. The ABT also considered
that the financial criteria which justified the extension of the period of the
initial grant also supported a longer renewal term.
On a policy point the ABT interpreted
Government
policy as being that it was
desirable for RCTS operators to also operate programe delivery services as well~
and agreed with this, which followed its
recommendations
in the 1984 Report on
Satellite Program Services.
3.

Consideration

3.1

Characteristics

of the

Appltcants

of an RCTS Llcence

In looking at remote area dwellers
the ABT noted that their lifestyle was

quite different those of other Australians.
They identified the problems of
maintaining a stable workforce, the extra
costs of living and access to particular
goods and services, the effect of geographic isolation, the effect of climatic
differences and seasonal variations and
time differences across the four RCTS regions. Population within each of the four
RC~$ regions was extremely diverse, with
substantial special interests groups including aboriginal and islander groups,
ethnic groups, the disabled, women and
children. It identified the major dlfference between
the remote licence
and other
commercial television services as that relating to the obligation
to provide an
adequate technical coverage of the service
area. It considered that the holder of a
remote licence would generally discharge
its obligations with respect to the coverage of its community by providing the facilities nominated in the licence warrant,
notwithstanding that a substantial portion
of a community to be served might need to
install additional reception facilities at
its own expense to obtain that service.
It considered relevant to the question of
financial viability the strategic motivation of the applicants at a time of technological change in the television industry. Also relevant was the B-MAC capability of the satellite, and of RCTS, which
opened up cost opportunities for licensees, by way of back-to-back
agreements
with AUSSAT.
For example, a licensee
could sell back to AUSSAT radio, data and
teletext capacity, or alternatively, develop these themselves.
There was some doubt in the report as
to the number of people to be covered by
remote commercial
television
services
throughout Australia. The estimates given
differed between 650,000 and 350,000.
This, and the size of the television receiver only ("TVRO") dish market created
uncertainty. However, the Tribunal found
that this applied equally to all of the
applicants, thus none were disadvantaged.
3.2

most important
factors taken from the
Coffs Harbour report were prospective
profitability (the anticipation of future
operating surpluses of the magnitude to
produce adequate returns measured over a
period) and prospective capital appreciation. It referred to the distinctive features of the RCTS market being its size,
thinly scattered population, means .of reception and problems of distribution and
availability of consumer goods.
3.3

In relation to programming the ABT
clearly contemplated RCTS licensees becoming SPS suppliers. It made it clear that
there was an expectation of RCTS licensees
providing some level of commitment to educational broadcast services. It formed a
view that an RCTS licensee would not be
satisfying its undertaking to provide an
adequate and comprehensive service unless
it provided some programs which were specifically made for both the region covered by the RCTS and for minority interests
within that region. It was not prepared
to set down separate stndards for RCTS
licencees, but did say that it saw merit
in the US Federal Communications Commission approach of guaranteeing access to
air time for specific minority interests.
3.4

Method of
Application

Evaluation

of the

The ABT evaluated the two applicants
by the following criteria:(a) fit and proper person;
(b)

(c)

financial, technical
capabilities;
capabilities

and management

to:-

(i) provide an adequate and comprehensive service; and
(ii) encourage
the provision
programs wholly or substantially produced in Australia
or by Australians;

Financial Capability

The ABT stressed that the B&T Act did
not require commercial viability. Rather
it required that applicants for a licence
had the financial capacity to operate it
(Coffs Harbour decision). It amended the
factors referred to in its Coffs Harbour
report to include the strategic value of
RCTS in the further development of the
broadcasting system in Australia. The two

l~zogr~iug

(d)

whether the applicants were otherwise
capable of complying with the conditions of the licence;

(e)

the need for commercial viability of
other stations in the service area;

(f) the need to avoid undue concentration
(1986)
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(b)

of media ownership;

3.6

the need to avoid control by foreign
persons;

In considering the type of llcence to
be granted the ABT referred to the submission by Calpurnlcus opposing the grant of
an RCTS Iicence on the grounds of commercial viability. Calpurnlcus wished to establish a terrestrial commercial television
service in the Pilbara region of Western
Australia. The ABT considered that it was
not necessary that the co~erclal viability of an RCTS service had to be established before it granted a llcence. Factors relating to the vlahllity of the service had been taken into
account
by it and
a fundamental
criterion
was the Government’s desire that at least one commercial
television service be provided to all remote area residents as soon as possible.

the need to ensure the availability
of at least one commercial television
service to all Australians;
whether an RCTS IIcence as contemplated by the terms of reference was
the appropriate llcence to be granted; and

(J)

in the event of more than one applicant qualifying for the grant of licence, which was the most appropriate
or suitable applicant to be granted
the llcence.

It did consider that both applicants
fulfilled these criteria. The only area
in which it expressed any doubt was in relation to production. Both proposals appeared to the ABT to be under resourced.
Both applicants
had relied on regional
news services to provide the major local
production component in their schedules.
It doubted whether sufficient research had
gone into the availability of personnel
for this.
RTWA was preferred,
in view of a
number of factors, which are listed in no
particular order of importance:-

4.

Type

of Llcence

to

be ~ranted

Deferral

(c)

GWN’s established record as an operator of a regional coum~ercial television service and the greater depth of
preparation and commitment to RCTS by
that company.

As was widely reported in the press,
four parties to the general RCTS hearing,
including the three television networks,
applied for a deferral because of the announcement
of the establishment
by the
Minister of Cmmunlcations
of a Forward
Development Unit within his department.
The ABT dld not see any shift or change in
policy which warranted the deferrment of
the inquiry until the FDU process was completed, or to request a change in
the
terms of reference of its inquiry.
In
this regard the ABT was critical of the
networks and considered that they were attempting to revive the issues considered
in the Satellite Program Services inquiry. In this regard it referred to slllC
(I) of the B&T Act, which set out the responsibility of the Minister in the planning and development of broadcasting and
television services in Australia. It said
that clear and compelling reasons must exist to justify the ABT not acting on a
planning decision of the Minister and such
reasons did not exist in this case.

3.5

West Australian

Robyn

Ca)

doubt about the financial capability
of Mid Western Television, one of the
members of the RTS consortium;

(b). limitations in the RTS technical proposals; and

~overnment

The Tribunal referred to the assistance which the West Australian Government
had agreed to provide to both applicants.
As the Government made it clear that it
did not intend to exercise any control
over the successful licensee, the ABT did
not consider
that the arrangement
be
caught by s91A of the B&T Act. However,
it wished examine the final document prior
to the grant of the licence.
(1986)
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~
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SA~A

On 15 May 1984 the Minister of Com¯ unications published a notice inviting
.pplicatlons for the grant of a llcence
:or a commercial television station to
~erve the Perth metropolitan
area. The
aearlng commenced in December 1984 and is
:ontinulng. The hearing is not expected
_o conclude until early next year, and the
.nnouncement of the successful applicant
~ill follow some months later. As both
:emainlng applicants intend to operate in
=he VHF spectrum it could be a further two
to three years before the new station comnences hroadcastlng.
There have been two casualties of the
~aga; Now Television Limited withdrew on
:he day before the hearing commenced and
Perth Television Limited withdrew in Aug~st 1985.
The remaining applicants are
4est Coast Telecasters Limited and Western
~elevision Limited.
Over the tortuous
course of the inquiry there have been a
_arge number of applications to the Feder~i Court (eleven at the date of writing),
~hlch have provided guidance on the powers
and duties of the Minister
under the
Broadcasting and Television Act 1942 ("B&T
Act") and the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal’s procedures and powers.
Some of
=hese points are dealt with below.
Minister’s Obllgations to Consult
Existing Licensees
Sections IIIC(1) and iiiC(2) of
~ct provide in part, as follows:
"(i) It shall be the responsibility
of the Minister -

(a)

to plan the development
of
broadcasting and television services in Australia;
In discharging his responsibilities under paragraph (1)(a)
... Minister shall -

Ci)

consult representatives
of broadcasting stations
and television stations
in relation to matters
affecting those stations

It was common ground that TVW Enter~rises Limited ("TVW") one of the existing
)erth licensees, was not consulted by the
~inister prior to the issue of his notice

of 15 May, 1984. Mr Justice Toohey held
that whilst the Minister was obliged to
consult TVW in relation to the development
of television services generally, he was
not obliged to consult them prior to the
issue of the notice. Section lllC(1)(a)
was only concerned with planning in its
broadest sense. As a matter of construction of the B&T Act there was no indication that failure by the Minister to consult a licensee would avoid an inquiry
(No. WAG II of 1985). ~ has appealed
from this decision,
2.

Position
Incorporated

of

Applicants

Not

~et

At the time its application was lodged Perth Television Limited ("Perth") was
not incorporated. The Tribunal found that
the application was made by John Pye as
Chairman of a group of sponsors who proposed that a licence be granted to Perth
when it was incorporated.
The Tribunal
accepted the application as one made by Mr
Pye and gave Per~h status as a person
directly concerned or interested in the
proceedings within s25(3) and s82 of the
Act. -TVN challenged this decision under
the Administrative
Decisions (Judicial
Review) Act 1977. Mr. Justice Toohey rejected this application
(No. WAG 12 of
1985 8 February, 1985) saying that there
was nothing in s82 of the B&T Act which
confined applications
for a licence to
corporations. It was only the grant of a
licence which was required
to be to a
corporation (s81(3)). When Perth was
corporated, as it was before the hearing
commenced, it was a person directly concerned in the proceedings. The Tribunal
then granted Perth an extension of time
for it to lodge its application and, although this extension
was challenged,
Forster J upheld the ruling. (No. WAG 34
of 1985, 26 June, 1985).
Participation
than Applicants

by Parties

other

There are two existing commercial
television licensees in Perth, TVW and
Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters
Limited ("Swan"). Five sets of proceedings were brought by TVW and Swan relating
to the scope of the enquiry and the rights
of the existing licensees to cross-examine
witnesses, call evidence and make submissions¯
(1986) 6
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Section 25 of the B&T Act provides as
follows:
"25(1) The Tribunal shall, without
regard to legal forms and solemnltles, make a thorough investigation
Into all matters relevant to an inquiry under this Division, and may
give all such directions and do all
such things as the Tribunal considers
are necessary or expedient for the
expeditious
and just
hearing
of the
Inquiry.

in accordance with sub-section (2)
considers the application
without
holding an inquiry, before the consideration by the Tribnal, give an
undertaking in writing to the Tribunal that he will, if the llcenee Is
granted to him (a)

comply with the conditions
the llcence;

(b)

if the iIcence
Is a llcence
referred
to In paragraph
(a),
(b),
(g),
(h),
(k),
(ka)
or
the definition of "llcence" in
sub-section
80 (1)

(2) The Tribunal
is not bound
legal
rules
of evidence
and may inform
itself
on any matter
in such
manner as it thinks
fit.

(1) provide an adequate and
comprehensive service in pursuance of the licence, having regard to -

(3)
Subject to section 19 the
Tribunal shall ensure that every person having an interest in proceedings
before the Tribunal at an inquiry is
given a reasonable
opportunity
to
present his case and, in particular,
to inspect any documents to which the
Tribunal proposes to have regard in
reaching a decision in relation to
those doc~mmnts."
As to "all matters relevant to an inquiry" the ABT had decided that the choice
of the vision carrier and its frequency
and the commercial viability of the new
station were outside the scope of the inquiry. The relevant parts of s83 are as
follows:
"83(1) As soon as practicable after
the expiration of the period referred
to in sub-sectlon 82(4) or 82A(II),
as the case requires ... the Tribunal, shall subject to sub-sectlon (2),
hold an inquiry into the grant of the
llcence.

(3) The Tribunal shall, at the
inquiry or in its consideration
of
the application, as the case may be,
have regard to any submissions, and
to any replies or reply, lodged in
accordance with section 82 or 82A as
the case requires.

(5)
An applicant for a llcence
shall, at the inquiry into the grant
of the licence or, if the Tribunal,
(1986)
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of

(A)

the nature of the Community
to be served in pursuance
of the licence;

(B)

the diversity of the interests of that community; and

(c)

the nature of the other
broadcasting and television
services (if any) of which
satisfactory reception is
being obtained by that community; and

(ii)
encourage the provision
of programs wholly or substantlallly produced in Australia
and use, ands-encourage the use
of, Australian creative resources in and in connection with the
provision of programs.
(6) The Tribunal shall not refuse
grant a llcence to a person unless it
has held an inquiry into the grant of
the licence and -

(a)

the person has failed to give an
undertaking in accordance with
sub-sectlon (5);

(b)

the Tribunal is satisfied that
the grant of the licence would
be contrary to a provision of
this Act;

(c)

it appears to the Tribunal, having regard only to the following
matters or circumstances, that

it is advisable in the public
Interest to refuse to grant the
llcence to the person:
(1) is not satisfied
person (A)

(B)

(c)

that

(b)

It is not in the public interest that
a new television station should fall
financially, especially as applications were called on the basis that
it was thought necessary in the public Interest to have a third commerclal television station in Perth~

(c)

In considering the grant of the third
llcence the ABT was required to consider the commercial viability of the
existing
licensees
(s83(6)(c)(3)).

the

Is a fit and proper person
to hold the licence;
has the financial, technical and management capabilities necessary effectively
to operate
the relevant
broadcasting
station
or
television station, as the
case may be; and
is otherwise
capable
of
complying with the conditions of the licence;

(9) Where there are 2 or more applicants for a llcence, each of whom
is a person to whom, but for the
sub-sectlon,
the Tribunal would be
required to grant the llcence, the
Tribunal shall grant the llcence to
the most suitable applicant."
The choice of frequency for a vision
carrier was a matter for the Minister to
determine (s84(I)). However, the notice
calling for applications gave a choice between UHF and VHF frequencies,
which
choice would raise questions as to the
technical capability of the applicant concerned. The ABT had the alternative
of
refusing to grant a licence for technical
reasons within s83(6)(d).
In addition,
the ABT was required to act in the public
interest - In re Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal; ex parte 2HD Pry. Limited (1979)
27 ALR 321.
Accordingly, Forster J in
proceeding
No.’s WAG35, WAG37, WAG41,
WAG42, WAG43 of 1985, in his judgment delivered on 19 June 1985, found that the
criteria in s83(6)(c) must include
public interest.
He found that the commercial viability of the applicant’s station was a relevant issue as:
(a) financial capability effectively
operate the relevant television station in s83(6)(c)(1)(B) must
the commercial viability of the station.

Section 22 of the B&T Act provides as
follows:
"In proceedings before the Tribunal
at an inquiry under this Division, a
person who is directly concerned in
the proceedings, and, with the approval of the Tribunal, any other person
having an interest in the proceedings
may be represented by a barrister,
solicitor or agent, who may, subject
to any directions
of the Tribunal
given under sub-sectlon 25(1) examine
witnesses and address the Tribunal on
behalf of that person."
Forster J recognized the commerial
interest of existing licensees in the outcome of the inquiry generally and the opposing of the grant of a licence to anyone. Section 83(6)(d) requires the
bunal to consider whether or not a licence
should be granted. The existing licensees
were the only persons represented with an
interest to oppose the grant of any licence on technical or public interest grounds. Relying on passages of the decision
of Aickln J in Barrier Reef Broadcasting
Pty. Limited v Minister for Posts and
Telecommunications
(1978) 19 ALR 418
was found that the existing licensees had
a legitimate right to attack and attempt
to demolish the individual cases of the
applicants, as well as dealing with matters of general public interest. The ABT
in the exercise of its statutory duty to
make a thorough investigation had to permit that case to be put. The existing
licensees’ case was as wide as the inquiry, other than the s83(9) point, subject to the laws of relevance and prolixity. As a result of this ruling a number
of witnesses, particularly technical witnesses, were required to be called for
cross-examination by the existing licensees.
(1986)
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Duty of the ABT to Observe
of Natural
Justice

the

Rules

After hearing argument on the rights
of the existing licensees to participate
in the inquiry the ABT sent a telex to the
applicants,
the existing licensees and
some of the special interest parties calling for further submissions. TVW requested that the written submissions
of the
parties should be exchanged and the submissions argued in an open hearing. This
was not done. TVW argued that this involved breaches of slg, s25 and sSOA of
the B&T Act, Section 19(1) requires that
proceedings of the Tribunal be public,
s19(3) requires that the contents of the
documents lodged with the Tribunal should
be made available to the public and to all
persons having an interest in the proceedings and s23(3) requires the ABT to ensure
that interested persons have a reasonable
opportunity to inspect documents to which
the ABT proposes to have regard in reaching a decision in the proceedings and to
make submissions in relation to such documents.
Whilst no decision
was made by a
court in relation to the ABT’s action Mr
Justice Forster in his decision on 19 June
pointed out the ABT’s impropriety in calling for further submissions without calling on the parties to serve copies on the
other parties and making an opportunity
for further oral submissions. Its action
was found to be a clear breach of its duty
to act fairly and observe the rules of
natural justice pursuant to sSOA. The ABT
was admonished.
Production

of

Documents

Amongst the documents the existing
licensees were directed to produce were
advertising and other financial material,
including program costs. Objections were
taken to serving copies of the documents
ordered to be produced to the representatives of the special interest groups (the
Australian Writers Guild, the Australian
Journalists
Association,
the Musicians
Union and Public Television (W.A) Inc.)
and to certain experts advising the applicants.
The latter objection was on the
basis that such persons were potential
competitors of the existing licensees.
Each of the Tribunal, Forster J and
the Full Federal Court (comprising Sweeney, Toohey and Wilcox JJ) rejected an application of the "need to know" argument
in relation to the production of docu(1986)
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ments. The inquiry was public and prima
facie the information on which the ABT
reached its decision was to be public unless there were considerations of confidentiality. The situation was the reverse
of the "need to know" basis - all information should be public unless a case could
be made out restricting its publication.
As far as confidential documents were concerned those with access to these had to
give an undertaking as to confidentiality.
Both Forster J and the Full Court accepted that it was relevant to the production of documents by the existing licensees that they had chosen to enter the inquiry and to argue the issue of co-~erclal
viability. Had they not done so they may
not have been obliged to produce documents. As far as financial documents were
concerned the position of the existing
licensees was contrasted to that of businesses created from private assets and in a
competitive environment. Television licences were granted by the government and
licensees were "trustees" of them and accountable for the way in which they conducted their television stations.
Only Swan appealed to the Full Court
on this point (No. WAG 59 of 1985, i August 1985).
The Full Court dismissed the appeal.
It referred to the 2HD case where it was
stated that:
"From the elaborate provisions
made by the Act in relation to the
grant, renewal, revocation
and
suspension of licence, the limitation on the ownership of shares,
the determination
of program
standards and the extensive role
which it gives to the Tribunal in
connection with these matters, we
infer that it is the purpose of
the Act to ensure that commercial
broadcasting is conducted in the
interest of the public".
In relation to the "experts" who were
potential competitors, both Forster J and
the Full Court considered that the Tribunal had fairly balanced the interests of
the parties.
The Perth Saga Continues
On II October, 1985 the Full Federal
Court dismissed an appeal by TVW from the
decision of Mr Justice Toohey that the
Minister’s failure to consult with the two
existing Perth licensees did not result in

he notice seeking applications
for the
bird connnercial television licence for
he Perth Metropolitan Television area,
ad the subsequent enquiry, being invalid
nd void.
The Full Federal Court dismissed the
ppeal, and a cross-appeal relating to the
~inister’s duty to consult with existing
-icensees in relation to the development
~f television services in Australia by the
atroductlon of a third licence in Perth.
All three members of the Court held
hat on its proper construction, the B&T
’ct did not make consultation under slllC
I) a pre-condition of the validity of the
1otice and the enquiry.
The majority,
~omposed of Beaumont and Sheppard JJ, con.Idered that slllC(1)(a) imposed a statutory obligation on the Minister to formu"ate a policy in the area of the evolu-ion, growth or expansion of television
ervices in Australia.
Such obligation
;as independent of the Minister’s other
~tatutory functions, such as his obliga.ion to issue a notice pursuant to s82
.i). In performing his duty the Minister
.ad to consult with the existing llcens~es. However, their Honours made it clear
that his failure to consult did not result
in invalidity.
Mr Justice
Sweeney
considered
that
~hen deciding
whether
or not to publish
a
.otice under s82(i) of the B&T Act, the
~inister was discharging his responsibilly to plan the development of television
ervlces in Australia. It was only in at"lying at a decision to publish the notice
¯ hat the Minister had to consult with exsting licensees, not in deciding to pubishing it.
It is understood that TVW is seeking
pecial leave to appeal to the High Court
gainst this decision.

FREEDO~OF INFORMATIO~

DECISIONS

~he following
casenote
concerning
the Victorian
Freedom of Infor~ationAct
has been
reprinted
with the k~nd permission
of the
lmblisher
of the Victorian
Judgments
Bulletin.
Ryder v Booth; Swlnburne Ltd. v Booth;
State Superannuation Board of Victoria v
O’Connor (unreported Victorian Court of
Appeal) Young CJ; Gray, King, 3J, June 26,
1985.
These appeals were heard together.
The common issue was whether personal
medical reports which each respondent had
sought could properly be withheld by the
State Superannuation Board because they
came under the heading of "exempt" documents under s35(i) of the Act.
In each case, the Full Court dismissed appeals fro~ County Court orders granting access to the reports.
Section s35 states:
"A document is an exempt document if
its
disclosure under this Act would
divulge any information
or matter
communicated in confidence by or on
behalf of a person or a government to
an agency or a Minister, and -

Ca)

the information would be exempt
matter if it were generated by
an agency or a Minister; or

(b)

the disclosure of the information under this Act would be
contrary .to the public interest
by reason that the disclosure
would be reasonably
likely to
impair the ability of an agency
or a Minster to otaln similar
information in the future.

’obyn ~arie

Section 30(1) states:
"Subject to this section, a document
is an exempt document if it is a docmnent the disclosure of which under
this Act -

(a)

would disclose
matter in the
nature of opinion, advice or
recommendation
prepared by an
officer or Minister, or consultation or deliberation that has
(1986)
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Cb)

taken place between the officer
and a Minister, in the course
of, or for the purpose of, the
deliberative processes involved
in the functions of an agency or
Minister or of the Government:
and
would be contrary to the public
interest.

The Court found the reports were
fidential communications within
meaning of s35(f), and that they
used by the Board as part of its
liberative processes".

conthe
were
"de-

The Court rejected an argument that
to claim exemption under s30(1), it was
unnecessary to satisfy the requirement in
(b) that the disclosure would be contrary
to the public interest.
Gray J said:
"Although there are some difficulties
in construing the related provisons
of Sections 30(1) and 35(1), I prefer
a construction of the sections which
requires both limbs of Section 30(1)
to be satisfied before an external
document can be exempted under 35(1)
(a)".
The "public interest" in the present
context had 2 aspects: [i] the public interest in persons having access to documents, including confidential documents,
which concern them but which are In the
hands of an agency; [2] the public interest In the efflcent and economical conduct
of a government agency, Gray J said.
It was held that the appellants had
failed to prove that the disclosure would
be contrary to the public interest after a
balancing of the two considerations. Gray
J said this involved the negative conclusion that the evidence, at its highest
from the appellants’ viewpoint, did not
show that the disclosure of the reports
would affect the operations of the Board
in any significant way.
As to whether disclosure
would be
contrary to "the limited aspect of public
interest which is the subject of s35(1)(b)," Gray J said the subsection was
"wordy" one which would have achieved its
purpose if it had read: "the disclosure of
the document would impair the ability of
the agency to obtain similar information
in the future". Thus, the onus was on the
agency "to prove, upon the balance of
(1986)
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probabilities, that disclosure would result in the impairment stipulated". This
was clearly a question of fact.
Young CJ said:
"’The paragraph is not concerned with
the question whether the particular
doctor whose report is disclosed will
give similar information in future
but whether the agency will be able
to obtain such information.
There
may well be feelings of resentment
amongst those who have given information ’in confidence’ at having the
confidence arbitrarily destroyed by
the operation of the legislation, but
it is another thing al£ogether to say
that they or others will not be sufficient to show that some people may
be inhibited from reporting so frankly if they know that their report may
be disclosed.
More is required to
satisfy the onus cast upon the agency
by s55(2) of the Act".
Gray J said further indication that
the Act required disclosure of the reports
in question was clearly implied by s33(4)
which provided a procedure for giving access to a nominated medical practitioner
(instead of the patient) where the contents of a medical report could be prejudicial to a person’s well-being.
It was put that as the s35(1)(a)
point was not raised at first instance it
could not be argued on the appeal. However, Young CJ and Gray J said where the
point might have been met by evidence in
the Court below; Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners v Wailes 5 CLR 879 per Isaacs J
at p889. Gray J did not consider
that
evidence before the County Court "would
have been significantly different if the
additional ground had been argued". King,
J dissented on this point.
In stating that the purpose of the
Act was "to create a general right of access to documentary
information
in the
hands of Government agencies," Gray J observed that "difficulties of construction
should be resolved with the stated intention of the legislature in mind".
Young CJ noted that while the Court
had been referred
to the 2nd Reading
Speech of the Premier in the Legislative
Assembly when the Bill for the Freedom of
Information Act was being considered, this
merely "expressed the principles and philosophy of the Bill, it was of no assistance in interpreting
the sections with

~hlch the Court is concerned, for it did
lot refer to those particular sections or
~lauses".
Gray J also said that statements con~alned in cases that were said to recognize the public interest in ensuring that
:ources of confidential information were
~ot dried up by disclosure of documents
oelng ordered (see Alfred Crompton Amuse~ent Machines Ltd [1974] AC 405, 433-4;
~onrho Ltd v Shell Petroleum Co. Ltd.
.1980] 1 W-LR 627, 638) had little rele:ante to the question whether the trial
iudge’s finding in this case could he supported.

That this was an imperfect rendering
of the policy it was intended to embody
was recognlsed early,and Mark Armstrong,
in his Broadcatlng Law and Policy in Australia comments that it
"Imposes no limit on the extent to
which a public station may operate
co-~erclally or make a profit." For
example, an educational public station could be oerated with the prlnclple
object
of producing
a profit
for the university
which actually
controls it, provided the university
avoided membership of the licensee.
The effect of s81(4) is more symbolic
than legal".

KIGHT DECISION - ~RONC RESULT

-~e

Definition

of Public

Broadcasting

The clarification given to s81(4)
lhe Broadcasting and Television Act 1942
,,"B&T Act") and a recent decision by the
full court of the Federal Court (Canberra
= the District Racing and Sporting Broad:asters Ltd. v Canberra Stereo Public
Radio Incorporated and Anor Unreported 16
October 1985) may, in light of forthcoming
Rmendments, prove to be of no more than
~cademlc interest from a strictly legal
,olnt of view.
However, it serves to
~ocus attention on an essential question
n the definition and operation of public
~roadcastlng.
From its inception, one of the prlncple tenets of the public sector, was that
roadcastlng should be carried on for its
wn sake, and any notion that commercial
.onsideratlons should influence programIng decisions was, and continues to be,
n anathema. Public Broadcasters readily
ccepted what political reality dictated:
:irst, that they would not be able to sell
n-alr advertising but would he restricted
o bland acknowledgments
of sponsorship
ssistance, and secondly, that they should
perate on a non-profit basis.
Section
1(4) gave legislative
shape to this
econd aspect:
"A public broadcasting
licence or
public television licence shall not
be granted except to a corporation
formed within the limits of the Commonwealth or a territory, not being a
corporation the objects of which include the acquisition of profit or
gain for the benefit of its individual members.’"

More than one aspirant licensee has
appeared with the object of exploiting the
earning power of a licence for non-broadcasting ends. These have invariably been
laudable and non-commerclal,
including
raising money for charities and cultural
groups. But the dangers were dramatically
illustrated early in Public Broadcasting’s
history when an intended public station,
admittedly not licensed under present provisions, turned into a surrogate commercial operator. In consequence such proposals have been opposed by more established
parts of the public broadcasting movement,
and more significantly have been received
with little
favour by the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal.
The issue was not clearly raised until 1 February
1985 when the Tribunal
granted a Public Broadcasting
Licence,
serving Canberra, to Canberra and District
Racing and Sporting
Broadcasters
Ltd.
(CDRSB). The driving force behind this
association
is the Australian
Capital
Territory Gaming and Liquor Authority with
other members including horse racing, harness racing and grey hound racing clubs.
The Authority operates the Canberra TAB
and distributes a percentage of its takings to racing clubs in the Territory. In
seeking to provide a racing and sporting
service to the public in Canberra, members
of CDRSB were keenly aware of the adverse
effect the cessation of regular sporting
broadcasts in the area had had on their
incomes.
An unsuccessful
applicant for the
licence, Canberra Stereo Public Radio Incorporated, sought review of the Tribunal
decision on the basis that CDRSB was precluded from holding a llcence by virtue fo
s81(4) of the Act. The Tribunal held that
the section was limited in its effect to
(1986)
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excluding a corporation that had the object stated in the section as an object in
its memorandum
or articles of associatlon. CDRSB was clearly not touched by
the section on this interpretation
as
Clause 3 of its memorandum provides that
no portion of its income and property
shall be pald or transferred
by way of
dividend, bonus or otherwise to the members. The Trlbunal’s narrow Interpretation was rejected
unanimously
both
at
first instance and on appeal in favour of
the view that it was the objects that the
corporation in fact had that were relevant
for the purposes of the section. In the
Full Court Lockhart J said:
"... In my opinion the whole of the
evidence as to the proposed business
or function or the business or function actually being carried on by the
Corporation may be examined by the
Tribunal to determine its objects for
the purposes of sub-section 81(4)."
At first instance, in a finding that
was not subsequently disturbed, Sheppard J
characterised the objects of CDRSB as follows:
"In summary then, what the members of
(CDRSB) and (CDRSB) itself hope
achieve from the grant of the licence
is that more extensive broadcasting
of race descriptions and racing results in the Australian Capital Territory will resul[ in more off-course
betting with the TAB and increase
attendances at race meetings with the
consequence of increased revenue to
the racing, trotting and grey hound
clubs .., There can be no question
that the evidence establishes that
the prime .purpose of the company in
seeking a licence is to foster racing
in the Australian Capital territory
... The consequence will be increased
revenue to the Authority and to the
clubs."
The question
therefore
is whether
such objects were within the section.
Sheppard J held that they were.
It was clear that the section prevents a licence being granted to a corporation the objects of which include the acquisition by it of profit or gain for the
banefit of its members, but this was not
felt to be the case here. To reach the
conclusion he did, Sheppard J, found that
the sub-section had a wider application,
(1986)
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extending to a corporation the objects of
which included the acquisition by its members of profit or gain for the benefit of
those members. Sheppard J was impelled to
this interpretation by what he perceived
as the policy of the B&T Act which he said
required public broadcasting stations to
operate "entirely in a non-commerclal context". He said:
"The words of a statutory provision
must govern its construction. Nevertheless, the provision should b~ construed against the apparent policy of
the enactment and not given a construction contrary to that policy unless the words can bear no other
meaning ... It is the object or purpose of the company which is at the
heart of the matter. In my opinion,
the meaning the provision was intended to have was that the company was
not to have as an object the acquisition, either by itself or by its members, of profit or gain for the benefit of those members. Such a construction does not involve any forcing of the language. All that is required is that the words "’acquisition
of profit or gain" be understood as
meaning the acquisition of profit or
gain either by company or by the members themselves. Such a meaning will
give effect to the policy of The Act
as I understand it."
The success of CDRSB’s appeal was
partly based on the Full Court Judges
failing to discern this legislative pollcy. Lockhart J said:
"For myself, I have difficulty discerning the legislative policy which
his Honour found but to the extent
that I can discern any legislative
policy underlying sub-secion 81(4),
doubt if it goes so far that the
holders of public broadcasting llcences must operate entirely in a noncommercial context especially where
they may derive revenue from sponsors
and have to meet heavy establishment
and running costs. Legislative policy is an elusive creature when one
seeks to construe the ~roadcasting
and Television Act."
He continued:
"But even if it be correct that the
policy of the legislature is as found

by his Honour, in my opinion it would
not lend to the construction of the
sub-sectlon which his Honour adopted."
Lockhart J construed the section ac:ording to what he held it means "in its
ordinary and natural sense" which is he
said:
"That a public broadcasting llcence
shall not be granted except to a corporatlon the objects of which ... include the acquisition of profit or
gain by it for the benefit of its
members. I emphasise the words ’by
it’. It is a provision designed to
ensure that a corporation, the objects of which permit its fnnds or property to be applied in favour of its
members whether by distribution of
profits, return of capital or otherwise, is not eligible to hold a public broadcasting licence."
Fox J delivered a judgment to similar
~ffect and Morling J agreed with both his
brothers.
As a piece of statutory interpretation there is much to be said for this result.
The interpretation given by the
~ull court is that which most easily arises from the words of the section and the
~oltcy
argued
for by Sheppard
J is not ob’£ously manifest in the Act. That Shep?ard’s response in a broader context is
zore appropriate,
however, is equally
~lear. If his exposition of policy is not
~ully supported by the statute, this in no
~y undermines its lucidity and percepThe impetus behind
public broadcast.rig is reformist. The intention is to reassert broadcasting values that center on
~ervice to listeners - particularly those
~ot adequately served by other sectors.
"he overriding imperative is to be, and to
emaln, responsive to those listeners’
.eeds and requirements. That this decl.ion leaves open the possibility of other
eeds and requirements intervening is glvn eloquent expression in a hypothetical
ituation constructed by Sheppard in his
udgment:
"Suppose a shopping centre consisting
of an art gallery, a bookshop, a record shop, a gourmet food restaurant,
a wlne cellar and an antique dealer.
Further, suppose the proprietors of
these businesses form a company in

order to seek a public broadcasting
licence, the purpose of which is to
improve the community’s knowledge of
art, good books, good music, fine
food and wine and antiques. In its
application it projects a broadcasting station which will provide frequent talks and information
about
these matters. Each of the members
of the company becomes a sponsor of
it and,
from time to time, has its
name, address and nature of its business announced. Could there be any
doubt
that each business would gain
from the station’s activities or that
a principal
purpose
of the station
was to foster that gain."
The forces that would shape programming policy in such station are clear and
differ little from those which operate
throughout commercial broadcasting and increasingly in the ABC.
As indicated above, legislative reform is proposed. The wording of a new
s84(I) or equivalent has yet to be revealed but the intention is that it will extend to profit or gain whether derived
directly or indirectly. Whatever the final form the amendments take, it is to he
hoped they give better
statutory
expression
to the true
nature
of public
broadcasting.
Chris

Toppea

GOVER/~ENT WAIVES SALES TAX ON SATELLITE
EARTH STATIONS
The Federal Government has announced
that it will waive Sales Tax on Earth
Stations domestic use brought to receive
AUSSAT’S HACBSS and R.C.T.S Services. The
saving will be at least $500.00, on those
stations
ranging
in price from about
$2,250.00.
The exemption will not apply to Earth
Stations designed to receive signals from
satellites other than AUSSAT.
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OWNERSHIPAND CONTROLSTUDY BY THE
I~R~ARD DEVELOPMENTUNIT
In August the PLlnlster for Communicatlons, Mr. Michael Dully, announced the
Forward Development Unit ("FDU") of the
Department of Communications would conduct
a study into the existing
ownership
and/or
control
rules applying
to commercial
television stations.
The terms of reference of the study
are as follows:
to evaluate current regulation
of
ownership and/or control in terms of
’its effectiveness in achieving the
Government’s stated policy
objectives;

RADIO COI~4UNICATIONSPRIVACY

The Department of Communications on 1
September issued a discussion paper on
Radlo-Communicatlons Privacy. The purpose
of the paper is to promote informed discussion about possible measures to protect
the privacy of radlo-communicatlons
in
Australia. One suggestion is that there
should be similar legislation applying to
radio-co,--unlcatlons
as applies to the
interception of communications
over the
Telecom network under the Tele-communlcatlons (Interception) Act 1979.
The kinds of interception dealt with
in the discussion paper include:
e

that by Journalists, tow-truck drivers
and others who have an interest in monitoring emergency
services
such as
police, ambulance
and fire brigade
transmissions;

¯

casual "eaves dropping" by people whose
only motivation is curiosity;

¯

the work of government law enforcement
and security agencies;

¯

business firms which monitor the activities of their commercial rivals; and

identify the principles which should
underlie
any system of ownership
and/or control; and
develop alternative proposals, and/or
draft legislative
guidelines
for
amendment of the Broadcasting
and
Television Act 1942.
The FDU has been directed tO identify
proposals which are consistent with:
(a)

the possible introduction
channel services;

of multi-

(b)

the possible aggregation of service
areas outside Sydney and Melbourne;
and

(c). maximising competition between services.
The report of the FDU is due to be
delivered to the Minister by 31 March,
1986. Whilst the terms of reference specify that the FDU will consult with industry, unions, consumer groups and other interested organisatlons
it would appear
that any consultation outside the industry, particularly with representatives of
the general public, will be limited.
As referred to in the previous issue
of the Communications
Law Bulletin the
FDU has recently released its report on
Future Directions for Commercial Televi~
sion. The value of the ownership and contro-~ Report must be lessened by Mr. Duffy’s statement that the Government intends
to make important decisions at the end of
1985 about the future path co~ercial television should take based on the last FDU
report. It may be too late by March 1986.
(1986)
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persons who intercept police or commercial traffic, for example, for criminal
purposes.
The paper refers to the development
of commercially available radio receivers
called "scanners" which are computer controlled and can be programmed to scan the
radio frequency spectrum to locate a radio
transmission and monitor it for its duration.
It is pointed out that radio-communications are much more susceptible to interception than messages via a wired network. This problem is compounded by the
difficulty of detecting eaves droppers and
by the potential difficulty of enforcing
regulations under private legislation.
The Australian
Law Reform Commisslon’s 1983 Report on Privacy took the
view that a person’s communications should
not he monitored without their consent,
where they take place in circ,~mstances
that reasonably suggest a desire fo~ privacy hy the participants. That report called for the use of scanners to he closely
considered. However, scanners at present
are not licensed under the Radiocommunica-

~ions Act 1983.
As the paper points out it can be
~rgued that where people send radio messa;es which are easily received and under~tood by simple radio receivers people
~hould
not expect
them to be regarded
as
)rlvate in any real sense, but rather as
~kln to a conversation in a public place.
Rowever one possibility suggested is
\egislatfon similar to the Telecom~unica:ions (Interception) Act regulating the
~se or possession of equipment for decod£n 8 any radio communications which have
0een encrypted. ~he effect of such measures on government security agencies was
~oted,
The discussion paper points out that
concern for privacy in radlo-communlcations would require powers of entry and
~earch and that there needs to be n balInce between justlflcatlon for protecting
~rivacy of a particular radio-communlca:ion and such lntruslOno
In ndditlon,
:here would have to be increased costs of
security in the use of common carrier
radio links such as Teiecom links.
The issues raised for publlc comment
are as follows:
What is the degree of privacy consld-

ered desirable by users of various
types of radlo-communication services?
To what extent should this privacy be
protected against Interception efforts ranging from casual eaves-dropplng
to intentional monitoring?

(c) Given

the difficulty of enforcement,
is legislation alone a viable option
for dealing with the interception of
radio-communications?

(d) Recognising

that the protection of
privacy would necessarily involve an
increase in costs~

(i)

What is the relative efficiency,
acceptability and costs of various technical or legal methods
of determining radio communcations interception?

(ii) How should the cost of deterrents be apportioned
to the
users, transgressors,
and the
community at large?
Submissions were invited by i November.
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AMENDMENTS B&T ACT
(CONT’D FROM PAGE I)
tlon of programs which are to be televised
at times other than "C" time but which a
licensee wishes to present as meeting the
Tribunal’s
conditions
for "C" time programs.
Under the Bill, the ABT is not given
a general power of pre-classiflcation.
The Bill expressly
limits the Tibunal’s
powers to require pre-elassiflcation
to
children’s programs.
The Tribunal
is now consulting
the
representatives of the television and production industry and other interested organisations
about the options
for preclassification.
At present, the Tribunal
awards a "provislonalC" classification
at

script stage, with the subsequent award to
a full "C’" of the completed
program.
Broadcasters and producers wish children’s
drama programs to be awarded a full "C"
classification
at script stage prior to
actual pre-production.
[No revision
of
standards by the Tribunal is permitted under the Broadcasting
and Television
Act
without
prior
eonsultati6n
with
hroadeasters.]
The Bill also amends the enforcement
provisions relating to program standards.
A breach
of a program
standard
will no
longer attract
a crlm~nal
penalty.
The
Bill will retain a modified power for the
ABT to give directions
to a licensee for
the purpose
of ensuring
that program
standards are complied with. A failure to
comply with such a direction will remain a
criminal
offence.
The giving of such a
direction, however, will be the exercise
of a substantive power by the Tribunal and
therefore
must result
from an inquiry
which
will be subject
to the uniform
inquiry procedures.
[These procedures
were provided
for in the 1985 Autumn
sittings.]
In matters
of urgency,
the
Tribunal may vary the inquiry procedures
or
adopt
different
procedures
as
appropriate.
The Bill includes a new defence provision which applies were the failure of
the licensee
to adequately
supervise
broadcast was due to a reasonable mistake,
reasonable reliance on information supplied by another person or the act or default
of another person or aqy accident or other
cause beyond the licensee’s
control and
the licensee took reasonable precautions
and exercised due diligence to avoid the
breach. Such a defence will clearly apply
to the benefit of regional stations which
accept "program feeds" from the networks.
The Bill also empowers the Tribunal
to reprimand or admonish a licensee for a
breach of program standards and to direct
the licensee to broadcast a reprimand or
admonishment in such form and manner as is
specified
by the Trlhunal
in its direction. This will be a substantive power of
the Tribunal and will therefore he subject
to the uniform inquiry procedures.
The Bill does not give the Tribunal
any power to impose temporary restrictions
on advertising
by licensees as a penalty
for breaches of the Act or program standards. This power was recommended
by the
Administrative
Review Council in its 1981
report.
Catrlona

Hughes
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